This paper examines various aspects of black-hole evaporation. A two-dimensional model is investigated where it is shown that using fermion-boson cancellation on the stress-energy tensor reduces the energy outflow to zero, while other noncovariant techniques give the Hawking result. A technique for replacing the collapse by boundary conditions on the past horizon is developed which retains the essential features of the collapse while eliminating some of the difficulties. This set of boundary conditions is also suggested as the most natural set for a preexistent black hole, The behavior of particle detectors under acceleration is investigated where it is shown that an accelerated detector even in flat spacetime will detect particles in the vacuum. The similarity of this case with the behavior of a detector near the black hole is brought out, and it is shown that a geodesic detector near the horizon will not see the Hawking flux of particles. Finally, the work of Berger, Chitre, Nutku, and Moncrief on scalar geons is corrected, and the spherically symmetric coupled scalar-gravitation Hamiltonian is presented in the hope that someone can apply it to the problem of black-hole evaporation.
INTRODUCTION
Hawking '' has recently advanced arguments to suggest that black holes evaporate, due to quantum particle creation, and behave as though they had an effective temperature of (8vM) ' , with M the mass of the black hole. This paper is an attempt to investigate the assumptions which lead to this result, and so discover whether such an evaporation is physically reasonable or is the result of difficulty in defining physical particles on a non-flat-background spacetime.
Section I will examine the collapse of a spherical shell of matter to a black hole in a two-dimensional model. Here the field equations for massless fields are exactly solvable. Following the procedure used by Hawking gives a constant particle production rate long after collapse in this twodimensional example, just as in the four-dimensional problem. '. Section III discusses the problem of particle detection by model particle detectors. It is shown that an accelerated detector in flat spacetime will detect quanta even in the vacuum. A The two-dimensional metric which I will be investigating in this section is the restriction to two dimensions of a collapsing-shell metric:
dT ' - u =t -r*+R, *, v =t+r*-R, *.
(1. 4b) Here the asterisk indicates a function of the form r*=r+2M ln(r -2M) .
(1. 4c)
The coordinates u, U and v, V have been chosen so that the shell begins to collapse at retarded time u = U =0 and at advanced time v = V = 0.
In these coordinates the metric (1.1) is given by ds d U dV inside the shell, (1 6) (1 -2M/r)du dv outside the shell, where r is interpreted as an implicit function of u, v via (1. 4b) and (1.4c).
These coordinates are related by the equations (1 -2M/R, ) ' ', U, u&0
(1.7)
To differentiate between the coordinates v, u and the functions of V, U defined by these equations, the latter are designated by v, u and the (functional, not algebraic) inverses of the functions by U = (u -'), V = (v -') . 
Now consider the massless scalar and Dirac equations restricted to two dimensions: 0 ", = (-g ) "' g"" (-g)" (1.12)
(1.13b)
In two dimensions, the centrifugal barrier which prevents any particle flow through r = 0 is absent.
In order to mimic the effect of such a barrier, I
demand that there be no net radial flux at r = 0. T""=I co I/»,
(1.18) (
The solution of the neutrino equations is more complicated. One must first choose a representation for the Dirac matrices. We define the matrices y", y", yU, y"as follows:
(1 -2M/r)"y"r &R [U'(u ) 
where the asterisk indicates complex conjugation, and the parentheses around indices indicate symmetrization. For the general solution, the various components of T", are 'g(u(U(u} -2R,) ). where $ is the Dirac adjoint of g.
As for the scalar field, T"" is conformally inVRl 1Rnt, tx'Rce fx"88, Rnd dlvex'genc8 free, with components T""=2 Re[ig*(u) 
If we define the behavior of g(e) on au =const (e.g. , u = -~) surface as a normal-mode solution g(v) = (4v}-'r'e ' " we find r""=&u/2r, 2'""=&u i U'(u )e'(U(u ) -28,) P/2v, S = cosh8+ sinh8(y, y, -y, y, ),
The solution to the neutx'lno equRtlons y"&"g =0, (I+fy')/=0 in 'the 
f(u) (1. 24) (1.26a) ' '/(2s(u) 'r' near u 
(1.26b) with f(U), g()r) the appropriate components of g.
From the relation g =9 'g we obtain
In Let us examine the energy flow out through 8'. "
The total energy flow between two retarded times u"u, will be given by
In two dimensions, the second term is zero by the trace-free property of ", , and near infinity g"" ( 1.47) Using the definition of I0) and the expansion of the "out" operators in terms of "in" operators, one
(1. 49) u2» 0, the last two terms of equation 1.47 will be proportional to g~'~~+~~4~+"2)i", which is rapidly oscillating as a function of (o, (d and will not contribute to E(u"u ). The first two terms, however will contribute, and for u"u, & 0, their contribution per unit time will be constant. To show this we need an estimate for P(&o, &u ') and o(&d, &u'). "
By the reality of the scalar equation one finds that o((o, &o') =P(&o, &o')*. From Eq. (1.15) we obtain o4 (u ) = I 4(v (U(u ) -2 R,)) .
Therefore one readily finds that
(note that v, &0 because of the conditions on v). For the purposes of calculating (0}g", }0) a long time after the onset of collapse (i.e. , large u) it is sufficient to approximate P(&o, &o ) by (see the Appendix) ( 1.54) This is exactly the Hawking result if one remembex s that in two dimensions the absorption amplitude of the black hole is unity. %6 have neglected terms in our approximation for P(&u, &u') which will produce terms in Z(u"u, ) which die off at large Q1) Q2.
This normal-ordering prescription for determining the energy flow out through 9+ also has some justification in that the "out" vacuum state }0)o defined by oa }0)o =oh }0)o is a state of minimum-enex'gy flow out, thx'ough lnflnlty -1.6. , any n-particle "out" state has a higher energy flow through 8'. The normal-ordering procedure therefore just subtracts off the expectation value of energy outflow in this state. Along the surface v = -~, V = 0, the past horizon of the Rindler coordinates, we obtain Tl'4) 2 sinh(2v8)) ' 
which is the restriction to real U of a function analytic in the entire lower half complex U plane.
P-is therefore a positive-frequency function in the Minkowski sense for all values of (d, positive and negative. The expression~(2w)'id2 sinh(2w 2)) '~' has been chosen to normalize "P-under the usual scalar inner product.
Note that for positive 9, the function~P-is almost entirely concentrated in the R' region, whereas for u&0 it is concentrated in the R region. This is understandable, as the Rindler 
(2.40)
Note that P"(G(x, x')) will have a cusp at U= 0.
Although P,(G(x, x'}) goes to zero as U-0 (i.e. , as x approaches the future horizon), the first de- '" or (3.6) and annihilation operators 3"-"a~-~corresponding to the Minkowski modes P"-of (2.17):
s.a-, = [2sinh(2tt10)] '/2(e'"a"-, +e '"a'"-, =@'o(x) +e Gq, (x, x')y(x')C&(x')d x', (3.12) spacetime therefore becomes very difficult.
Before going on to this problem, however, let us continue examining the accelerated detector in flat spacetime. We d'x 0 a,a"qo x 4, x 0 P, x) d'xy~x)&~x) "x) (3.14)
The third line on the right-hand side comes from keeping only the lowest-order terra in e for 4 and y, If all three of p, P, P are free field modes, this integral will be zero {the conservation of both energy and momentum prevent the decay of a lowermass 4 particle into a higher-mass rp particle plus a 4 quantum). Furthermore, they will never be able to agree with each other as to what they mean by the noparticle state. As x-~, the three definitions mill become identical, but not for any finite r.
This also throws into confusion the association me make in flat spacetime between the presence of a particle and the carrying of energy and momentum by that particle. %hich of the possible definitions of particle in a curved spacetime is the one that corresponds to the real world, and in particular, which [cr,(v, , l, m) + fA", f'c (v, , l, m) which can be transformed into the cylindrical metric ds =dr' -dp' -(2M) '(d8'+ sin'8dg 
But in the ADM formalism, the metric is Using (4.7a) and (4.8) we obtain re "=re '"exp (4.18) (N, where 0(1}means of order unity in n near (a=0. contribute. The terms of O(1) in n will die off at least as fast as 1/u. The only term which contributes to the steady state energy flow through infinity is therefore the term equal to i/(4mB -i0').
For large positive u, e "~i s zero for contours going through 4=i~. Such contours will include the pole at 4=i0'.
Therefore we obtain e -4tH' 2 sinh 4))M(()) as the only term which contributes to the steady state energy flow at infinity. This expression is
